**Printing & Piecing Instructions:**

1. All pages should be printed on standard paper.
2. Make sure that “Auto Rotate and Center” is checked and that “Scaling” is NOT checked. If you have a newer version of Adobe Reader, your options might look like “Fit to Size” or “Actual Size”. If that is the case, make sure you choose “Actual Size”.
3. To make sure you’re printing the right size pattern, measure the 1 inch by 1 inch test square. Do your troubleshooting here so you don’t print out the wrong size pages.
4. If you live outside Canada or the US, print the pages to your standard paper size.
5. To connect each page, trim to the grey border, and match the letters in the circles on the pages.
6. Tape the pages together, matching the circles.
7. Once the whole pattern is printed and taped, cut along the pattern lines.

**Additional Info:**
- Pattern Includes ¼” Seam Allowance.
- Fabric recommendations: cotton